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op . Can a. successful leader be a successful administrator?- Can a

successful administrator be a successfuLleader? Are leaders and

administrators the same entity? Some researchers have reported that

rN.1 10eing a leader is very dAt4.1-1ct from being an administrator.' Yet,
, )

Lti the public school superintendent and. principal are called upon to be

both. Can the conflict be resolved?

The pupose of this report is to relate leadership theory and

administrative theory with their effect on today's educational

administrator.

LEADERSHIP DEFINED

According to Boles (1975) "Leadership is a process in which an

individual .takes initiative to assist a group to move toward

productive-goals . . iderson and VanDyke (1972).defined

leadership as ". . . the initiation of new structure or procedure for

accomplishing an orgartization's goals and objectives ."2

Both definitions indicate that leadership has to do with a dynamic--

group rather than with a group in astatic-state.

1
Harold W. Boles, IntroductioA to Educational Leadership, p. 117

.
2
L. W. Anderson and L. A. VanDyke, Secondary School Administra-

tion, p. 23.
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Spme researche'rs report that admiii4strative tasks do notDshow

leadership, and that the administrative tasks are for Maintenance

purposes only while reflecting the group as maintaining the status

quo., Lipham viewed leading as the antithesis of.administering,S but

Lonsdalestret=sed that there are two main facets of a leadei's job,

i.e., leading and administering. 4

LEADERSHIP EXPECTATIONS

In relatipg leadership to educational institutions, one must

understand the organizational structure Of the institution. In the

public school setting, for example, the :local school board delegates
1 0

authority to the superintendent of the system. The board establishes

policy and.the superintendent carries it out as an administrative

function. At the same time, the superintendent is expected to Suggest

possible solutions to educational problems as he applies his expertise

in the field in aleadership role of decision making.'

Cdmpbell saw the decision making process in leadership thusly:

"The leader needs to be able to specify a consequential problem,

analyze it, find alternatives, consider the possible consequences of

eacivalternative,'choose the 1r4est" alternative, and implement it with

action."

Leadership] Can be a procesS of social interaction:then, wherek

certain persons involved in'the organization give certain.things for

,
something in return. In the educational setting described, faculty,

1
Boles, 4. cit., p..119.

4
Ibi d., p."122.

5
Ibid., p. 122

°
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- building administrators, and certified officepersonlael could be '

'functions of tht leadership design for educational planning.

Educational institutions are seen to be democratic in nature.

One of Dewey's main theses was that if children are to learn

democracy, then they should be taught in a democratic manner and in

ir
a democratic environment. Are faculty members included in the decision

making process at the building level? Are building principals included

in the central office detision,making.process? In.order to show'

democracy in action to students, the faculty and professional staff
.

shouldtbe included in the decision making process. .,

DuVall and Euchon (19.81). said "Pririoipals who- can attract

resources for teachers. and improve clas.srum conditions by participating
.4

on a management team where their influence is demonstrated, will have

teachers with higher morale and more commitment to quality education

,

:than principals without' such influence.'
6

If teachers know their,

principals help make certain decisions, they view the principal as

someone who can make a difference in their particular situation.

In fact, a recent survey of the literature indidated that'i'D over

one hundred studies on group procdses that hardly a study failed to
I

demonstrate that satisfaction and other beneficial clonequences,aecrue .

from an increase in the employee's decision making pocver.7

'6
DuVall, Lloyd and Euchon, Kenneth, "School Management. Teams:

WhatAre They and How Do They Work?" (NASSP 445, p. 64)
May, 1981.

e
7
Ibid., p. 37.

r
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Richman pointed out "Effective leadership, especially

relativel,y democratic organizations, oftqn depends on mutt) more. than

foinmal authority and offiCia.1 .It also depends on providing

an environment and structure that adequately satisfy important human

needs . ., of Mutual re'spec7t), trust and confide/nee:11,8

Al though we should .be careful not to equate education with

I I

business arrd industry, certain of their models can be adapted for use,

in the field ,of eduCation. For example, Sexton and Switzer used the
1 .

Blake-Mouton Grid For Administrative Behavior, which is primarily used
4 \ .

in business and industry, as a model /o develop their own Grid For

Eitpati °nal' Management. 9 This grid is concerned witheffectiveneSs

leadership ratar than effirie'ney of Production.

The researchers found that in routine Matters of the educational

administrative process, McGregor's "theory X'' served as the basis of

leadership tyle.while in matters, of system wide interg, McGregor's.
,

"'theoryY" served as th.e basis of leadershiip style.

LEADERSHIP STYLE

According to Hersey and Blanchard from. Ohio University,. leadership
. -

style is how others-perceive a leader' Sbehavior, ;and not at all what

leaders believe -their behavior- to he, 10 Getting feedback from faculty
-+

(

......._

8Barry Richman and Richard Farmer, Leadership;.Goals, and Power in
Higher Education, ps. 22. ; .

/ .9Michael J. Sexton and Karen Seifzer,"Edycation-al Leadership;
No Longer a Potpurri," Educational Leadership, Oct. 1977, p. .19-24.

-/ . ,. ,

. 3fiHersey, Paul-,, Blanchard, Kenne`th and 'Guest, R. H., Org_anizational ,

Change. Through Effective Leadership (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice -l-lall,
. Inc., 19771; p. 21.

4
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, or staff members is important in order for the leader to get reaction

to the type of leaders'hip being practiced.11.

Anderson and Van Dykeconsidered the 1947 study bone by the ti

Institute of Social Research at the University of Michigan. The study

indicated that higher productivity by the organization was more likely,

4

^ 4

'to occur when leadership
,
inclue.d (1) the use by the manager of the

principle of 'supportive relationships, (2) his use of group decision

malting and group methods of supervilion, and (3) his.high .prformance
I

goals for the organiza tiqp.. 12
Valentine (1981) found that two of the

five most negative,comments made by teachers about their principals

included (1) a lack of discussion by,the principal with the te cher

o

about'school related problems' to get the teacher's opinion, and (2)

the lack of the' teachers inVolNiement' in decision making.
13

The

educational leader, then, ought to be involved in effective grdup
o

behaArfor. with subordinates.

NalOn found two' significant factors, to be present in the behavior

of 'effective_ i eaders---:nameiy; initiating structure and consideration.14

"Initiating structure," means that the leader is defiriing the

relationship between himself and the members .,of his orgahization. It'

also refers to his efforts to establish well-defined patterns of .

tow

organizatiOri, channels of communication, and methods of prcedure.
,

, -11,Donald
'Sl'ezak,-."Participatory Management - Shared Decision Making

,

Putting ,,itall- Together," Thrust, Vol. 5, No. 1, Oct: '75, p. 22-25.

' 12Anderson,
L.W.; NanDyk.1e, L. A., Secondary School Administration,

p. 30ff. .

.

13
,

Valentine, Jerry "DO Your Teachers Really Understand You?"
NASSP Bulletin (65; 445; 1%37) May '81...

,

, 140p.
cit..
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"Cdnsi derati on" means.that there is fribndship, mutual trust, respect,

and warmth, between the leader and members "of the staff. The educational

leader definesithe proper setting' but leaves- room for positive interaction

among the Members of the group. Halpin said: -"We believe that leade-rship
3

41)

based on dem6cratic prtnciples, will be most effective."16 Halpin believed
. .. ., ,

that the two entities df democratic princtples and leadership were nc

muteal ly exclus(ve events.
a

There doesn't seem to be any one leadership style which everyone

accepts as being the best. In fact, Fiedler said., "Except for the

unusual case, 'it is simply not meaningful to speak of an effective

leader or. of an ineffective leader; we can only speak of a leader who

tends to be effective in one situation and ineffective in another. We

have known for sometime that the same type of leadel-ship style . .

will not be suitable for all. situations.
m

Thus far (.1 ) two definitions of leadership 'have- been given, (2) the

definitions have related to those in the educational setting, and (3)

leadership! style has been; touched on to set the stage 'for the discussion

of administrative theory and its relationship to accepted standards of

leadership behavior.

'ADMINISTRATIVE STYLE

)'There a,re several general administrative theories which can\be

related to educatibn, but, as with leadership, none has .been selected
- ,

as being the accepted administrative theory in the field.

:,.;

lisibid.-

16
Fred E. Fiedler, A Theory o,f Leadership Effectiveness', p. '261.

7
U
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Griffiths suggested some reason for this dilemma: (1) the field

. possesses top much factualism, (2) too much,respec't for 'experts" and

"laws" is apparent, (3) .there; is a feaw of theorizing, (4). there is 4n

inadequate professional language and (5) a lack Of understanding what

theory is exists. He went onto say that theory is not a dream, a

philosophy,' 'a personal 'affair or a taxonomy.17

In order for there to be an administrati-me theory, Griffiths believed

that the following criteria must be met: (1) it must be'a guide to action,

(2) it must guide a collection of facts, (3) it must serve as a guide

to new knowledge and (4) it must explain the nature of administratfon.18

In the same treatment, Griffiths defined theory as " . .

essentially a set of assumptions from which a set of empiracle laws

(principles) may be derived."19

Some of the' assumptions would be: (1) Administration is the process.
.11P

of directing and controlling life in a social organization; (2) it is a

ganeralized type of behayior to be found in all Aganizations; ,(3)" its

function is to develop and regulate the decision-making process in the

Most effective 4..vaY possible;' (4) the administrator works with grdups--

not individuals.,

Hg)pin believed that sources for administrative theory as it

relates to educkation included: (1') comments' from administrators,

17
Daniel E. Griffiths, Administrative Thlory, p. 1.

18 19
fbid., p. 28. Ibid. p.

it
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(2) survey research of teachers, (3) deductive reasoning of teachers and,

(4) adaptations of models from other disciplines.
20

Therefore, Halpin

saw the utilization of-ideas from people who would be affected by the

admint)strative behavioras being important to consider'in the formulation

of such behavior.

An eclectic approach to a general administrative theory for

education,can,be derived from general 'theories promoted by Mdrt, Sears,

Simon, and Litchfield.

Mort saw the culture as having a series of definable sancttonOwhich

have reasonable bases. The sanctions, when stated as principles, are

dimensions of goodness in action. These principles can be a series of

tests to decide whether or not a'proposed act will be a wise action

within the sistem.21 Will thedeCiion being contemplated be good for

the system without violating Sanctions of society? s.

Sears believed that " . . . the administrative inction derives its

nature from the nature of the ser'ices it directs.
"22

In practice one

would study the activities if educational 'administration and then

develop a theory, not vice-versa. a

Simon saw a steady shift from principlesof administration tt a

study of the conditi under which the principles are applicable. .He

said, "the theOry must de ermine . how institutiohalized decisions

20
.Andrew W.Halpin (EDP), Administrative Theory in Education,

James D. Thompson, "Modern Approaches to Theory in Administration,"
.p. 24.

21
Griffiths, op. cit., p. 50ff.

22
Ibid:, p. 50.

9
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can be made to conform to .values developed within a broader organiza-

tional structure. "23 Will the decision being contemplated fit within'

not only the localized setting but alsojhe total System's behavior?
41ir

Litchfield listed four major propositions about the administrative

process: (1) it is a cycle of'action; (2) it functions4 ,in the area of

policy, resources, and execteion; (3) it is carried on in a larger

.action system;- and (4) Administration is'the performance of it'by an

individual or a group in the context of.an enterprise functioning in its

environment.
24

In other words, the process is not an end to itself nor

is it for only one group functioning within a larger setting.

Theory has now been defined and some of the accepted general

4
concepts of theorY construction have been discussed. The two entities

of leidershfp and administration will noW\4e related.

drs

LEADERSHIP AND ADMINISTRATJON

The most obvious relationship is found in the area of group dynamics.

4

Ih both definitions of leadership, the group was of central focus--

ILe.adership deals with the groNp in action; the group prescripet the

actions of its leader and aisb limits his power. Initiating structure

4

and consideration were seen to be i

dynamics plan for a leader.

ortant aspects of the grodp

In Griffiths' definition of theory, it was pointed out that

administration divects and controls a group. An administrator works _Jr

2
Ibid., P. 24Ibid., p. 60-62

1.0
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with grous--not with individuals. Litchfield said that the adminis-
,

tratcve process was done in part by a group functioning as a part of a'

larger organization.

Therefore, both leadership ,thgory and administrative theory

carefully include the group as the basic unit to ibe dealt with, throu0.

which goals are met, and by which success'is measured. Without the

group, there would be'no need for leulership and'there would be nothing

to. administer.

Decision making was an important concept in leadership and adminis-.

trative theory. Campbell deffned,aNeader in terms of six steps of the

decision making process while Griffiths, when. describing an administrator,

25also listed six similar steps. After listing the steps, Griffiths

went on to say that " . : organization may be evaluated (by)'the

quality'of the decisions which the organization makes plus"the efficiency

with which the organization puts the decisions into effect. 26 The

quality would be a function of leadership while the implementation

would be a function of administration.
c

Once the group has'begn establiNted, and has a leader, the problems
J

which arise must be handle n allt organized and rational'manner.

LeApiersh'p th#oryiputs much emphasis on groUp participati,un as does

OminiI it takes a group to evaluate, accept a

solution and then to implement it

25Ibid.,'p.
j13.

26
N\

Ibid.

1
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Finally, the nature of the institution it.,elf i.s important to

both leadership and administration_ Since educational institutions

are considered to be democratic in natures the Arninistrative and

leadership behaviors need'to exhibit democratic principles. , As has

been-shown, both administrative theory and leadership theory place

a great deal of emphasis on the group. Democratic principles are

used in decision making and other aspects of group dyilamics., and

Sears pointeeout that the services directed actually determine the

''adnii'nistrastive function involved. Therefore, if an'educational
.1 / .

institution is being directed and it is basically democratiC, thenthe

administrative function whould be democratic'

In conclusion, it has been suggested that le'adership is related

very positiVely with-administration at least in -the'areas of (1) group

dynamics, (2) decision- making, and (3) institutional nature.

To answer the -glues ti ons posed, at the outset then, i t'appears that

a successful leader must also be, a successful administrator and vice

versa as'they, can be and, perhaps, ought to be the same entity.

With this relationship established;- each field should strengthen

the other.' More stable and accepted methods for leading should be

1

evolving as a result, and an accepted theory of administration may be

formulated as 'further study continues regarding the'rentionship between

these two areas.

A


